Project work for vacation - Grade XII

English - XII
Natural Disasters in Nepal: Facts, Challenges and Resolution
Dear Student,
Given here is the special project for you to undertake and accomplish
during the Dashain – Tihar – vacation 2074. You are instructed to
prepare a review and research based report on Natural Disasters:
Facts, Challenges and Resolution.
Natural Disaster is a threat to human world. Modernization and
development projects have undermined the sustainable development
as it has created different defects in realm of nature. We are forgetting
the fact that nature is the habitat to all living and non-living creatures.
The existence relies on nature. Natural Disasters are the outcome of
similar nature degrading activities. So, in this project you try to
explore the causes, consequences and cures of different natural
disasters.
Here, you have to focus on at least any three natural disasters that
Nepal has faced, make a research on their facts and possible threats.
Focus upon the facts to discuss causes and consequences. You should
point out the possible cures that Nepal could adopt to mitigate such
natural disasters and their effects. You have to write minimum 250
words on discussing the facts (causes and consequences) of each
natural disaster. You need to add minimum 100 words as your
reflection over how Nepal could get ready to minimize the natural
disasters. The project makes an evaluation over all three natural
disasters that you have selected to discuss on cures of them.You can
use pictures to make it more realistic.

Objectives:
This project will enable the students:
-

To build analytical ability.
To generate facts to compare and contrast facts and opinions.
To strengthen writing skill.
To develop research skills beginning with brief reports like
this.

Procedure:
Step 1: Selection of Natural Disasters
-

Select any three Natural Disasters faced in Nepal.
Collect facts and some photographs of the Natural Disasters.
Collect reference materials to prepare a report.

Step 2: Collecting Main Ideas
-

Read at least three news reports about the natural disasters so
that you can draw important points to discuss in your report.

Step 3: Writing the first draft
-

Write the first draft of the report by analyzing and describing
each natural disaster properly in 500 words (in essay format).
Add a reflection section after description of each Natural
Disaster to confirm the ways to minimize them in Nepal.

Step 4: Preparing the final report
-

Make the final report in the given format
Type the report, edit and proof read and print the report.

Step 5: Submission of the report
-

Submit the report on the first day of college after the vacation.

Report Format

Technical format

Cover page

Font Size: 12

-

Include the topic, your name, section, roll number
You can insert a picture of some natural disasters in Nepal

Introduction:1-2 page(s)
-

About the natural disasters (definition, causes, types and
threats)

Font: Time New Roman
Paper: A4
Line Space: 1.5”
Total length – Main body not less than 12 pages
Please note

Issue of the paper: 1/2 to 1 page
-

What are the main issues you want to explore through this
project?




Analysis (about 9 pages)
-

-

-

Natural Disaster 1 (write about 3 pages)
o Two pages for description (including photographs)
o One page for reflection over possible cures.
Natural Disaster 2 (write about 3 pages)
o Two pages for description (including photographs)
o One page for reflection over possible cures.
Natural Disaster 3 (write about 3 pages)
o Two pages for description (including photographs)
o One page for reflection over possible cures.

Conclusion (1 – 2 pages)
-

Mention your observation and reflection based on the research

References
-

Mention the sources you used to prepare the report
Printed materials or Web links






You will first sort out the ideas collected from web and printed
materials process and design everything as a report.
You will make your report in print. (Copying and pasting
without description is strictly prohibited)
The report must be factual and prepared by yourself , copied
and stolen ideas will not be accepted
In case of failure to submit the report as instructed, you will be
required to present another task that will be of 4000 words
which the college administration will decide if needed.
Substandard and unfair report will be rejected and result in
penalization

Wish you all a very happy festive season ahead!

